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Handbook of Pattern Recognition & Computer VisionWorld Scientific Publishing, 1999

	The area of pattern recognition and computer vision, after over 35 years of
	continued development, has now reached its maturity. The theories, techniques
	and algorithms are mostly well developed. There are a number of applications
	which are still being explored. New approaches motivated by applications and new
	computer architectures...
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Any Time, Anywhere Computing: Mobile Computing Concepts and TechnologyKluwer Academic, 1999

	Mobile communications have permeated the globe in both business and social
	cultures. In only a few short years, Japan alone has had more than ten million
	subscribers enter the mobile market. Such explosive popularity is an indication
	of a strong commercial demand for communications in both the tethered and
	tetherless environments.
...
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Thermal Analysis: Fundamentals and Applications to Polymer ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Thermal Analysis Fundamentals and Applications to Polymer Science T. Hatakeyama Otsuma Women's University, Tokyo, Japan F. X. Quinn L'Oréal Recherche Advancée, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France The first edition of this classic book remains one of the very few introductory books covering both theoretical and practical aspects of thermal...
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Proc Tabulate by ExampleSams Publishing, 1999
Everyone is doing it. Jumping into the exciting world of Second Life (SL) to see what all the buzz is about, to start a business, to catch up with friends, to teach a class, or just to go dancing without having to worry about how uncomfortable those heels are going to get by the end of the night.

Maybe you’ve only just heard about...
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Desktop Encyclopedia of Voice and Data in NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	The telecommunications industry is changing rapidly in its quest to converge voice and data on high-performance multiservice networks that are designed to meet virtually any business and consumer need. These nextgeneration networks are being driven as much by the revenue-generating potential of new integrated applications as they are by the...
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Advances in Databases and Information Systems: Third East European Conference, ADBIS'99, Maribor, Slovenia,Springer, 1999

	The 3rd Eastern European Conference on Advances in Databases and Information
	Systems (ADBIS’99) took place on 13-16- September 1999, in Maribor, Slovenia.
	It was organized in cooperation with ACM SIGMOD, the Moscow chapter of
	ACM SIGMOD, Slovenian Society Informatika, and the Slovenian Ministry of
	Technology.


	The aim...
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Elementary Number Theory in Nine ChaptersCambridge University Press, 1999

	This book is intended to serve as a one-semester introductory course in number theory. Throughout the book a historical perspective has been adopted and emphasis is given to some of the subject's applied aspects; in particular the field of cryptography is highlighted. At the heart of the book are the major number theoretic accomplishments...
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The Elements of Style (4th Edition)Pearson Education, 1999

	You know the authors' names. You recognize the title. You've probably used this book yourself. This is The Elements of Style, the classic style manual, now in a fourth edition. A new Foreword by Roger Angell reminds readers that the advice of Strunk & White is as valuable today as when it was first offered.This...
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Programming the Microsoft Windows Driver ModelMicrosoft Press, 1999
Microsoft’s new driver model for Windows 98 and Windows 2000 supports Plug and Play, provides power management capabilities, and expands on the driver/minidriver approach. Written by device-driver expert Walter Oney in cooperation with the Windows DDK team, this book provides extensive practical examples, illustrations, advice, and...
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Fundamentals of TelecommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Demystifying the technology of telecommunications: a guided tour for the non-engineer

	

	This book provides an easy-to-understand introduction to the complex technical world of telecommunications. From bandwidth to data transfer protocol to PSTN, ISDN, PCS, or ATM-widely respected telecommunications expert and author Roger L....
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The Worst-Case Scenario Survival HandbookChronicle Books, 1999

	Danger! It lurks at every corner. Volcanoes. Sharks. Quicksand. Terrorists. The pilot of the plane blacks out and it's up to you to land the jet. What do you do? The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook is here to help: jam-packed with how-to, hands-on, step-by-step, illustrated instructions on everything you need to know...
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Delphi 5 Developer's Guide (Developer's Guide)Sams Publishing, 1999
The Delphi 5 Developer's Guide is a complete reference showing developers what they need to know most about Delphi 5. The text begins with a tour of Delphi 5 basics, including improvements since version 1. After observing object-oriented Pascal programming, including advanced language features, the authors turn to the strengths of using the Visual...
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